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Introducing 27L 

Welcome to the inaugural 27L runway event, hosted by The WALK and Castle! We are
so excited to showcase the hard work of designers at Penn and give them a much-

deserved platform for their collections and brands. 

All proceeds from the runway show and The WALK’s thrift pop-up will be going
towards the People’s Emergency Center, an amazing organization supporting

communities in need across West Philadelphia. 

The 27L organizing committee would like to say a special thank you for the advice
and expertise of Penn Fashion Collective, without whom we couldn’t have mobilized

so many designers and contributors! Be sure to attend their annual fashion show
during Penn Fashion Week next Spring, to support more Penn creatives. 



ABOUT  
THE PEOPLE’S
EMERGENCY
CENTER 

ABOUT
PENN

FASHION
COLLECTIVE

PEC supports residents of West Philly in a number of ways. Some of
the organization's achievements to date include providing: 

 
2 M + safe nights for 20,000 parents, youth and children
housed at PEC, while they built skills essential to thrive.

$1.5 M in financial assistance that helped families secure or
keep a home. 

3 M+ healthy meals for families, youth, and children.
235,000 hours of teaching computer skills for new learners. 

40,000 books for children to build their own libraries at home.
 
 

Without the Penn Fashion Collective, 27L wouldn't have been
able to reach the entire creative community at Penn! Here's

a little bit about them: 
The Penn Fashion Collective is a student-run fashion group

at the University of Pennsylvania. We are a community
committed to the fashion industry and dedicated to the
support, defense, and encouragement of all interested

members of the Penn student body. 

As we enter the winter months, it has never been so important to fortify the West Philadelphia
community and protect its residents from the threat of homelessness. 

 
The cost of your runway ticket will go directly to the People’s Emergency Center, but if you want to
donate more, go to pec-cares.org, “Donate Now” or scan the QR code. In their 50th year of serving
communities across West Philadelphia, the People's Emergency Center encourages you to donate $5,
$10, or $50, but any sum you can spare would be much appreciated.

 
If you prefer, the proceeds of the thrift pop-up shop will also go towards the People's Emergency
Center - after the show, be sure to check out the cool clothes we've collected from closets across

campus, and buy something new, second-hand and cute for a good cause!
 

Thank you all so much for coming out today to support Penn Creatives and an amazing local charity! 
 



Nadnav clothing 

Again Milano 

27L Designers 
In order of appearance  

As a designer, I am highly focused on sustainability. Each of

the pieces showcased is made from second-hand and

sustainably sourced fabric. I often add cyanotypes or

screen-printed images onto my fabric before sewing my

pieces that reference the environmental and human rights

issues that stem from fast fashion.

Socials: @lesliegregory_ 

Leslie Gregory 

nadnav: a clothing brand that brings African authenticity to the

world through locally created materials and supporting local

craftsmen. Each fabric has its own story, which is written in its

name and narrated by its owner.

Socials: @nadnav.clothing 

After the Covid-19 pandemic, our world fundamentally

changed. Our generation became the forgotten

generation. Too young to have an impact and

decisional power; too old to be dependent and need

help. Let’s never be forgotten again. 

Again Milano

Be Unforgettable

Socials: @again.Milano by @edda_guala



27L Designers 
continued ...

Conformity to world leaders limits our understanding of our

capabilities. It has led us to believe we can grow, but only

to a certain level. We can never access that ‘gray zone’

between our true potential and our worldly boundaries

without breaking free of societal restrictions. Dysfunctional

District represents a family of individuals who are distinctly

different yet uniquely tied in their goal to make free

expression reign. Let's foster growth together. Join the

district, embrace your dysfunctional nature.

Socials: @dysfunctionaldotcom, @highsocietyvtg , by

@leanlordlim

With this collection I aim to demonstrate the symbiotic nature between work

and social life, the first 3 looks will be a gradient of white tops with black

bottoms, a sort of uniform for the demands of everyday life. Oversized trousers

mixed with tailored cuts allow for utility in breathability, juxtaposing the

traditional attire of people our age. Over the shoulder canvas bags for

versatility and to demonstrate an alternative to the “tote” bag. Lab coats with

tailored shoulders demonstrate professionalism and the ritual of the work being

done in this school. You should love what you do in order to invest this much

time and money into it. “Baguette bag” hand dyed with peruvian corn comes

with a tornado zipper, commands niche utility. Pleats and evening wear tunics

out of rayon and silk demonstrate elegance and sophistication in everyday

wear. Lastly, the showstopper, as the week turns into the weekend and we are

allowed moments of respite, a red satin dress with a tulle skirt commandeering

celebration and festivity as we get ready for another week to begin.

Socials: @dannyboi_ruiz

Danny Ruiz 

Dysfunctional District  

Special Thanks: IOMI Jewelry  
Who have styled their beautiful pieces onto our runway models - be sure to check them out

after the show! 
More than a jewelry brand, IOMI is a lifestyle. It stems from you and me. From our vision, to your jewelry

box - our brand hopes to inspire moments of happiness, expressiveness and celebration! 
Socials: 



MODEL CREDITS: 
WALKING FOR . . . 

Nadnav Clothing: 
Quincy Morgan

Jacopo Rangone
Bekzat Amirbay

Omar Ben Kaddour
Carmen Paneda

Tom Bartlett
Gioa Nash

 
Again Milano:

Jaden Rosenbaum
Cyrus Horst

Francisco Prio
Lily Kozloff

Mariela Cabral
Leyla Theunissen

 
Leslie Gregory:

Arshiya Singh
Chloe Janelli
Bebe Hodges

 
Danny Ruiz: 
Daniel Dvorak

Semma Alfatlawi
Richter Batoon

Olivia Baumstein
 

Dysfunctional District: 
Michael Konu
Mark Bargout

Kambiz Shoaei
Luna Chen

 
The WALK Thrift Models:

Callia Thornton
Olivia Wendel

Areebah Ahmed
Xuan Nguyen
Katherine Kim

Benjamin Yoon
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